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Introduction
Welcome to our Beginning FMQ Challenge! This is a six week challenge in learning how to do
basic FMQ motifs. This challenge is specifically designed for Sit Down Free Motion Quilting 
either on a domestic or sit down machine.

Each motif shown will have a drawing/practice page and a video. Drawing/practice pages can 
be printed out and copied and then you can practice drawing the motif before stitching if you 
prefer.

You can also practice the motion on your machine by taking out your bobbin and putting a 
practice sheet under the needle and stitching on paper.  (Do this with no thread in the 
machine to avoid a tangle.)

We will be using 18” squares or fat quarters with batting to do our practice stitching. 
Use a contrasting thread so you can easily see how your practice progresses. You can make 
lines on your square if you want to practice in rows, or you can stitch entirely free hand. Mark 
the date on your practice pieces and you will be able to see your skill grow over time. A 
member of our Admin Team will be stitching along with you each week.
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We will focus on a different motif each week for 6 weeks and post our progress each Sunday. 
Please post your practice on the Sunday Challenge thread. Feel free to post anytime during 
the week with a photo if you need help! We are always happy to help. 

Please use batting in your practice pieces to truly replicate the quilting experience and to 
become familiar with setting your tension and using your quilting thread with the batting.

Plan to practice a minimum of 15 minutes per day. Daily practice (or as close as you can get) 
will result in an optimum learning experience. Practice is THE KEY to learning FMQ and to 
building on your skills. 

Materials List
1. This workbook! Print out the workbook. If you wish to review the videos, open a copy of

the workbook on your computer or other device and click on the links.
(1) If you like to doddle practice, you can print out practice sheets and doddle.

2. 15-18” quilt sandwich squares  
(1) Prepare some 15 to 18” squares consisting of fabric/batting and fabric. You may pin

or spray baste your quilt squares. Fat quarters make good practice squares, too. (I 
am preparing 6, one for each weekly lesson, and will practice along with you. You 
can prepare more if you wish to practice more.)

(2) You can you leftover batting pieces in the middle of these simple sandwiches.
(3) A dark or light solid or all over pattern fabric like blenders will help you see your 

stitching easier.
(4) Use the batting of your choice. Higher loft battings give “puffier” quilting, but might 

make practice a bit tougher for a new quilter. A low or medium loft is recommended.
3. Quilting gloves

(1) I highly recommend using gloves for FMQ. Machingers are a popular brand widely 
available online and in quilt shops. I use them because I wear a small size and 
Machingers come in a small and even an XS. You may also use yoga gloves or 
gardening gloves or another brand. Gloves should have “grip” fingertips, rubberized
or with small rubberized circles. Gloves will help you move your quilt sandwich 
more smoothly and with fewer wobbles.

4. New needle! Please use a nice sharp new needle in your machine. It may be practice, 
but many issues like breaking thread, skipping stitches and tension issues are caused 
by old, dull needles. Topstich needles are my favorite for domestic machines. Please 
match your needle size to your thread weight for best results.

5. Good quality thread. It can be poly or cotton...both are equally good. But be sure to 
good quality thread, not leftovers found in the back of the drawer. 40 or 50 wt are the 
most common weights for quilting. You may use the thread in your bobbin. 
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(1) Pick a contrasting thread to your fabric. If your fabric is dark, use a light thread. If 
your fabric is light, use a dark thread. This is so that we can see our work! And 
group admins can see what is happening when there is a problem.

6. Your machine owner’s manual! There are hundreds of machines on the market. Follow 
your manual instructions for setting up your machine for FMQ. There is a video below 
in the next section for help setting up a domestic machine.

Setting up Your Domestic 
Machine for FMQ

Need help setting up your domestic machine to do FMQ? Sandra shows you how she sets up
her Janome domestic machine to do FMQ in this video. https://youtu.be/UnHMX6f3j4M
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Week 1 - Double Letter C
Practicing letters is a productive way to start your FMQ journey. We are all familiar with writing
letters and so we start with some muscle memory. “C”,  and lower case “l” and “e” are all good
letters to start your practice. Letter C can also become a nice all over motif for a quilt for a 
newbie FMQ’er.

Laura Ann Coia of SewVeryEasy has a great Double C video https://youtu.be/hV3nFbeaHNU 
to help you understand how to stitch a double C. Laura gave us permission to use her video.

Here is a practice sheet for you. Think of a large, capital cursive C and go right from one C 
into the next C. 

C C C C C C
For the motif, you will make one C, pause and then follow along the C shape back down to 
the beginning. Pause. And make a C shape in a different direction. Travel along a part of a C 
if you run out of room to get to a place where you can head a different direction. 

Sample photo.
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Double C Practice Sheet

I like this motif a lot because it can be a filler, a background, or an all over design.
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Week 2 - Pebbles/Circles
Small circles or “Pebbles” is a popular motif for background quilting. They can be scaled very 
small small for a background filler or quite large. You can do concentric circles for an all over 
design. Or you can fill the center of a motif with pebbles. One of the great things about 
pebbles, is that they are not perfectly round. Pick up a handful of gravel and see all pebble 
shapes. Pebbles look better in quilting if they are not TOO round.

Visit Sandra’s Circles and Pebbles video https://youtu.be/4TsPA3PqjsE for a tutorial on 
pebbles and circles. 

You can also find Pebbles in Sandra’s Sample video starting at the 5:26 mark. 
https://youtu.be/vRV3OWgonh8

For more advanced circles, watch Rainbow Bubbles. https://youtu.be/V2ZKOWv1_R4

Sample using pebbles as fill to bring out the applique elements.
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Week 3 - Poppies
Poppies were the very first motif that I learned and it was so exciting to have the world of 
FMQ begin to open up for me. I did poppy fills, meandering poppies, poppies in triangles. The
basis of poppies are three vertical lines...a slight angle to the left, a straighter middle and a 
slight angle to the right. Then a line is stitched around the three lines.

But I have a confession...somehow I learned to do poppies by stitching the outside shape and
then adding the lines. Do what works for you! 

Poppies can be made very small, medium or quite large. They can be a fill, a border or an 
allover design. Once you can do poppies, you will have a great tool for your quilting.

Sandra demonstrates poppies in her Sampler, Part 2 video at the very beginning. 
https://youtu.be/dpr7WiwA7I0

And you can also watch a more complex variation of poppies that Sandra calls Pansies in this
video. https://youtu.be/3-ezUUuMsrs
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Week 4 - Tear Drops 
(Baby bear, mama bear, papa bear)

Tear drops is another very useful motif. You can quilt it very small for fill, medium size or large 
enough for all over motif. You can make feathers with it. You can meander it or use on a 
border. 

The shape is a simple tear drop; start from a point, make an oval shape at the top and return 
to starting point. Echo the shape. You can echo 2, 3, or 4 times to fill a particular area.

Sandra demonstrates this in her How To Series, Lesson 4. https://youtu.be/XARrdgTiDCY

You can also see Sandra makes tear drops into a feather for a more advanced motif in 
Lesson 5. https://youtu.be/NAsIN8CKwQ0

Sandra demonstrates this motif again the Sampler Part 1 video starting at 18:55 
https://youtu.be/vRV3OWgonh8

Sample using tiny
tear drops as a
filler.
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Samples using medium/small tear drops as a filler.
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Week 5 - Swirls 

Swirls is my personal favorites and the first motif I felt comfortable using as an all over design.
Swirls can be made any size for any use, including borders. They are the basis for many 
other designs and can be hooked or outlined.

Refresh your experience with the Double C. A swirl builds on the C shape. Start coming up at 
an angle, like a large cursive C, curve around the top and bring your curve in at a tighter 
angle to form the center of the swirl. Pause. Reverse direction and follow your swirl shape 
back out. Repeat at an angle. Or do swirls in rows for a border.

Watch Sandra work on a swirl in the Sampler video, Part 2, at the 15.53 mark. 
https://youtu.be/dpr7WiwA7I0

Sandra demos a large, basic swirl used a border in her Sampler video, Part 3, right at the 
beginning. https://youtu.be/9SUySC2R9Sw

Once you are comfortable with swirls, you can try Sandra’s swirl with a hook shown in this 
video. https://youtu.be/L7W6eDKg9k4

When you come to the “point” of the swirl (which can be rounded as well), be sure to lift your 
foot off the pedal at the pause as you change directions.

Sample using medium swirls as filler for sun.
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Sample using larger swirls as an all over motif.
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Week 6 – Write your
Name/Freeform

Write your name!  Or your grand daughter or your best friend’s. We all know how to write our 
name. Remember how you used to practice your handwriting style back in middle school? Or 
practicing your new married name?

Name writing can be a good practice in hand/eye coordination. I sometimes include the name 
of the quilt in FMQ along a border. 

Time to play. Write your name, doodle what you have learned, write the alphabet, invent a 
new shape! Show us your doodle!
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FMQ Tips
 Use a new needle the correct size for your thread. 
 Use a good quality thread.
 Don’t judge your work or progress by what other people are doing. Your 

journey is your own.
 Doddle on a note pad to build muscle memory.
 Practice frequently and as regularly as possible, even if it is 15 minutes.
 Relax your shoulders and blink your eyes while sewing. Take breaks 

during long sewing sessions.
 Use gloves when FMQ.
 Panels are good to practice on. No worries about “ruining” a carefully 

pieced quilt top.
 Warm up on a practice sandwich before working on an important project. 

Check your tension and make adjustments before starting on your project.
 Post a photo of any problems so that we can troubleshoot your issue.
 Look AHEAD of your needle to see where you are going, not where you 

have already been. When you drive a car, you look ahead. Same with 
FMQ!

 FMQ takes a lot of practice. Really, it takes a lot. Progress may be slow, 
you may feel discouraged at times. Come to the group for encouragement 
and inspiration and troubleshooting. And post your work.

 Save your beginning practice and put a date on it. You will see your 
improvement over time and build confidence.

 Use real thread, not invisible or wash out thread. You want to see your 
work to identify any issues and to see your progress.

 Never feel embarrassed or ashamed by your work. We all started at the 
beginning.

 Visit the group Files and Topics sections for resources.
 Trouble on the bottom of the quilt top (nesting, loose thread) indicates a 

problem with the top tension or threading. Trouble on the quilt top 
indicates a bobbin thread issue.

 You are on a journey to learn FMQ. It will take time; you will have 
adventures. Above all, try to have fun; be patient and kind with yourself. 
And Practice.
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